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Luca Giancola 

“Ahh how the fastest four years of school went by so so fast” 

David Bentz: My stash of Arnold Palmers 

Choda: My Blade and Sorcery custom mods 

Garrett: My glowey sticks 

Dom: My “other” Glowey sticks 

Scarlett: My stolen Crunchyroll Account 

Zimmy Zimmerman: My furry-hunting outfit 

Bass Drums: My minecraft server (xbox only) 

Theo: My AP Calculus Textbook 

Olivia: Chic fil a ig 

……………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Tucker Ferris 

“I would like to thank Mr. Strangis for putting up with me for the past 5 years, but I 

would also like to thank him for being so amazing for the past 5 years. I would like to 

thank all the directors and chaperones that dedicate their time and energy to weekends. I 

would also like to add that Mrs. Kartsonas receives my vote for best chaperone.” 

 

Drumline: I will you wing nights for next year since we haven’t been able to do them for 

years. I also would like to say thank you for making my senior year in band a blast. 

Finally, I will you the best section in the band for years to come 

Andrew R: I would like to will you the next best 4 years of your life while you attend 

college. Have fun, live life to the fullest, and love what you do. I think you’re going to be 

really successful. 
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Tyler W: I would like to will you a better Eagles roster. Your Eagles will need some 

reinforcements so I am willing you 2 Top 10 draft picks. Have fun after high school and 

live life to the fullest brother. 

 

Entire Band: I would like to will you 2 hour practices when the season starts after band 

camp.  Keep having fun and keep look and sounding good as always. 

 

………………………………………………………………… 

 

Theodore Malencia 

Nathaniel E: The name толстый друг, loud mallets, and zombie killing hands. 

Scarlet T: The leader position of the front ensemble. 

David B: A sick Volvo, with an LSA, lowered, and straight piped. 

Alex C: The name Clam. 

Olivia R: The clown song. 

Wyatt S: My phone. 

Grant S: The name long haired Wyatt, a song preference, a ride to get food, and a new 

wallet. 

Carson T: A blanket. 

Connor K: A manly scream. 

Sawyer L: A different seat on the bus. 

Sister S: Your actual name. 

……………………………………………………………………….. 
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Maya Nagiub 

“I, Maya Nagiub, being of sound mind and body do hereby will...” 

Bri R: new tires, a speaker that never dies, a new wrist, np, and the ability to do the finger 

heart thing. Oh also, an acceptance to Penn State!!! 

Deja L: the ability to respond to texts, gymshark leggings (so we can have a matching set 

obviously), a driver's license, and Ed Sheeran. 

Caitie W: fun earrings, weenies, and immaculate baking skills. Also a ring because I need 

to wife you up. 

Peyton V: starbucks, pink drinks, and some form of dancing that isn't irish 

Becca H: a phone that doesn't die every ten minutes, a better car, unlimited chicken 

nuggets, knowledge of how lacrosse is played, and all my love 

Francesca Z: cute outfits, your drill team skills, your perfect hair, and your ability to 

make me laugh all the time 

London R: our fight scene your freshman year. That was our prime moment and we didn't 

even know it. You're so sweet and funny and I'll miss you. 

Ally H: your kindness, sense of humor, and the Nissan leaf. 

Cookie: a new person to yell at when they're not in their right drill spots, a new person to 

nag you to arrive on time, and the responsibility for keeping the juniors in line 

Leila L: your quick ability to learn and always stay positive 

Emelia: the entire sophomore class. Keep them in line-oh and also unlimited fun in guard. 

Grace: all my advice on the male species, astrology, and more fun guard times 

Giana: swag, volunteer hours, and whatever it is you St. louise kids do 

Natalie: more fun times on guard and the responsibility of keeping everyone positive 

Erin: unlimited rifle abilities, pit vipers, and Carl Anthony Luisi 
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Sophia: fun hair dye and a great rest of your freshman year 

Alana: fun t-shirts and more fun times on color guard 

Eliana: awkward tan lines and spoons 

Juliana: unlimited flag abilities (not that you need them), sweet kittens, the ability to like 

gummy bears and airhead extremes, Kailey, and the best next 3 years on guard!!! 

Kailey: more funny jokes and hand movements. Also Caroline. 

Caroline: fun sunglasses, minecraft, and a wig so you can do your hair with the two 

braids into a bun 

Teresa: instagram stalking abilities 

Bain: the ability to spin in a circle freely 

………………………………………………………………….. 

Paul Falcione 

I, Paul Falcione, being of sound mind and body do hereby will the following:  

Zennik B: I give you my personal copy of rhythm heaven for the DS. 

Sophia W: I give you a bite of your own chicken sandwich. 

Sylvia M: A pair of steampunk goggles. 

Amelia D: A radical Spotify playlist. 

Angelise Z: Absolutely nothing. 

Eva H: I give you my second personal copy of rhythm heaven for the DS. 

Sam B: I’d probably give you my last piece of gum since ur pretty cool. 

Tyler W: A blunt bat so you can beat your brother. 

Greta M: Probably my second to last piece of gum, I’ve only just met you. 

Ethan W: An eggwuah. 
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Ryan P: I’d give you two kisses because you are the sweetest man on earth. 

Olivia R: A very large dose of elephant tranquilizer. 

Emma H: A death stare directly into your eyes whenever I see you. 

Anthony L: I give you my personal copy of Frank Sinatra’s ultimate album on vinyl. 

Matt F: My epilepsy. 

Mike S: One of our beautiful Christmas carols and a spider suffocating in a wall. 

Sean D: A better trumpet section. 

Max S: A legacy which you must carry on. 

David B: My best relationship advice ;) 

Alaina W: Maybe you get my third piece of gum?  I’m running out. 

Olivia K: As my daughter, I am required to send you lots of love, And Money. 

Jason B: At this point, I might as well just give you the entire school since you practically 

run it.  I mean you are literally 95% of the school’s infrastructure. 

Alex C: A binkie for a growing baby like you. We are so proud of you. 

Teresa A: Revenge for getting me in trouble in Mrs. Steider’s class in first grade so I had 

to move my card from green to yellow :(. 

Paige F: The best initials of all time! 

Alex M: Anime recommendations! I still think Durarara is the best! 

Tommy G: Literally all my thanks for being a part time manager. 

Bain T: A small portion of my epilepsy to compliment your tourettes. 

Matthew G: Some fun times to come as the eventual head of sound.  Jason’s got some big 

shoes to fill. 

Andrew R: The duet we’ve always wanted together, and maybe a nice talk by the fire :) 

Carson T: Please come back to front ensemble.  I’ll give you anything. 
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Tucker F: A honeymoon with you ;) 

Garrett T: A date with Teresa 

Sawyer L: DRUM CAPTAIN 

Luca G: A portable drum set so you can play all day long. 

Wyatt S: A better brother. 

Grant S: A better brother. 

Theo M: I give you two lacrosse balls and your demise 

Scarlett T: If Katherine hurries up, then hopefully soon you’ll have your own front 

ensemble hat! 

Blake B: Anything but that one song. 

Nathaniel E. I give you my title as front ensemble section leader, as well as all of our 

traditions, tunes and rules.  Also some bigger hands so you can play louder! 

Katherine S: A medal from Mr. Strangis for being a honorary female in percussion. 

Katie H: A million waves and goodbyes! It’s great seeing you in the hallway at school! 

Bri R: I thought I would have something for you but my dementia is kicking in.  We 

probably did something amazing at one point.  Here is my 5
th

 piece of gum. 

Deja L: My biggest thanks for giving me a ride to the top of the field that one day for 

practice. 

Francesca Z: Mr. Redilla’s reddit account. 

Becca H: A name that is most definitely not Olivia (I’m so sorry I forgot). 

Ally H: I give you Olivia’s weird knee. Hopefully you don’t have the same problem. 

Caitie W: I give you my heart glasses, you would look amazing in them.  You always 

rock the costumes! 

Kaylee K: I give you my fourth piece of gum!  You are super fun to talk to! 
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Caroline R: I don’t know what they are but another pair of your cool glasses because I 

want a pair too and I’m totally gonna steal yours. 

Annie G: I give you Aaron’s minecraft account, Schmuffy Fluffy 

Natalie Z: The role of stage manager, because you are an amazing tech member!  We 

love you! 

Alexandra K: An apology for me not knowing your name and thinking it was cherry 

Grace E: some fatherly love, you deserve it. 

Peyton V: I give you a spot in my brain for your name. 

Erin: A name tag so you can display your awesome easy to memorize name. 

London R: A trophy for having the coolest name by far. 

Juliana T: Some of my own homemade pumpkin cookies.  You’re the best and I’m so 

happy I got to meet you!  And your incredibly handsome brother. 

Maya N: a new car so you can drive me around more. 

Robyn S: Damian Busche’s headphones (phone not included). 

Lexi K: I give you Wyatt Tune’s part of the study guide. 

Everyone I did not mention: Thank y’all for a decent 5 years, but I can’t wait to leave!  

Have fun and stick with it even when it hurts.  Or don’t. 

………………………………………. 

 

Jason Briegel 

I, Jason Briegel, being somewhat sound of mind and body, hereby leave the following to 

you people: 

Robyn S: Being gods at Pictionary in Lang, Playing cards on the bus in 8
th
 grade, Even 

more glue for our mace, Plenty of puzzles to do I math, A second place award for best 

picket-fence dropping, and A thank you for being an awesome friend through this mess. 
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Lexi K: Very strange drum major practices with Mr. MacKay and Mr. Kuhn. An English 

class that you don’t hate with all your being, and An award for incredible patience in 

dealing with the marching band.  

Caitie W: Thank you’s for my line in the senior skit, for writing the skit in the first place 

(even if it’s a little weird), and for being one of the nice/cool/sane Thespians. 

Maya N: Some congratulations on Hoco Queen 

Peyton V: A designated spot for your flag so you don’t put it where all the Trumpets will 

step on it. 

Brianna R: The knowledge that you nailed your solo every time. 

Dejanae L: A thank you for staying in band through this mess. 

Tucker F: A best dancer award and A thank you for keeping the Mike song. 

Paul F: The official title of Head of lights, Good luck with your solo, and of course, Good 

evening Pablo. 

Theo M: The knowledge that my solo is not Harry Potter, A second place award for best  

picket-fence dropping, and The knowledge that only about 90% of the things I blamed on 

you were actually your fault. 

Luca G: Congratulations for nailing the solo in the one stand tune. 

Kat S: Apologies for harassing front ensemble so much with both words and playing. 

Eric H: Good call. 

Mike S: The pain and suffering of Physics and All of my improve parts in I Just Can’t 

Wait To Be King because you are a million times better at improvising than I can hope to 

be. 

Wyatt S: The coffin from Nightfall. 

Luke W: A birthday that you don’t have to share with me (Just kidding it was always 

cool sharing a birthday with you). 

Angelise Z: A GIEP to show Creany to get that extra time. 
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Emma S: Playing jazz band stuff during marching band and Another girl in Jazz Band. 

Amelia D: A thank you for always being an island of sanity and kindness on the bus and 

in this absolute mess in general. 

Matt F: Yelling “Student Leader Jason Briegel: at me, The knowledge that you’re on the 

cool (still crazy) thespians, and You yelling into my ears during the Mike song. 

Sophia W: An award for best house and Pictures of Mr. Sussman in a Christmas outfit. 

Anthony L: Yelling “Student Leader Jason Briegel: at me, All of your insanity at the 

beginning of the show, and The knowledge that you’re one of the cool (still crazy) 

thespians. 

Tori M: Good luck in Physics and The ability to forget what happened at Cal U (jk you 

do you) 

Andrew R: Alle Deutsch in der Welt, A second place title for best at Slaps, All of the 

Unga Bungas, and A thank you for being such an awesome friend  

Teresa A: Compensation for the gaming chairs I’m going to steal from you and 

Congratulations on a good job teaching all of the new mellophones. 

Paige F: Mr. Sussman trivia, A Little Piece of Heaven, The fact that I will always 

remember what your birthday is because it’s my dad’s birthday, AP Chem fake apple pie 

and ice cream, 3 hour cards sessions in 8
th

 grade, a Thank you for being so incredibly 

funny, nice, and awesome in general, and Probably more if I wasn’t already tired of 

writing my will. 

Ryan P: Set 30 left of the 30 

Alex M: Playing cards on the bus in 8
th

 grade, The knowledge that you’re consistently 

one of the best singers in Coffeehouse, and The second place award for best writer in Ms. 

Brown’s class. 

Emma H: A leash for Olivia. 

Bain T: A request to spin around in more circles. 
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Olivia R: The fight over the spike thing at Gordon’s grad party, A thank you for making 

my life more interesting and Another “love letter” which reads “Temporary order for 

protection against stalking, aggravated stalking or harassment”. 

Allen P: An honorary trumpet award 

Tommy G: Best manager award 

Dom B: Your nonsense at the beginnings of the shows and The strength to carry the brass 

sousaphone. 

Max S: An apology for that one time we kept you waiting for like an hour and All of your 

nonsense during in between drill. 

Jack M: The other things I planned on giving Bobby. 

Bobby M: The rights to Among Us. 

Matt G: The mic cart (jk the mic cart’s mine.  You’ll get more positions eventually) 

Alex C: Life insurance. 

Sean D: A thank you for being so awesome this season, The fact that we’re the only two 

trumpets left of the original five (Dre’s like half of one) and Good luck playing my song. 

Colin M: The knowledge that you’ll play something other than 3
rd

 someday. 

Alaina W: The Macarena, Good luck playing my song and in dealing with the trumpets 

next year, All of our bizarre conversations during games, Someone to pass off Batman to, 

and A thank you for being so awesome throughout marching band. 

Jayda T: My very sparkly drill and the title as the new person who is always right. 

Justin K: All of your nonsense throughout marching band whether it was striking 

ridiculous poses or bringing a toy pony to a game.  All of the lower trumpet parts, The 

Macarena, All of our very weird conversations during games, The ability to deal with 

Alaina next year, and overall A thank you for being so awesome in marching band. 

David B: The ability to play quietly.  A spot the difference between you and K, and Good 

luck playing my song. 

Ian M: Another among us doll in case you burned the other one. 
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Gavin G: Mary Poppins, Jr. Sound, the best punctuality award, and The strength to 

survive even when Ian and Allen are gone. 

Olivia K: Playing Among Us and Bitlife, All of the Hariboids in the world, The mess that 

was Gordon’s grad party, All of the push-ups, and A thank you for being a ball of joy and 

an awesome friend despite how painful these years have been. 

Owen W: A father that isn’t me and A stash of waves for when I lose my study hall 

second semester. 

Jacob S: A clown to turn your frowns upside-down and A stash of waves for when I lose 

my study hall second semester. 

All Underclassmen: Thank you guys so much for sticking out these past few years 

with me. I know it's been really difficult, and I really regret having not been able to 

do the same for you that my upperclassmen did for me. But so many of you have 

made this year and last year so much better than it would have been! I only ask that 

you please try to stay in marching band, I promise that it can be fun! If nothing 

else, you should finally have away camp next year. 

 

All Seniors: I don’t know how we survived but we did.  Thank you guys so much for 

sticking this out with me until the very end.  I don’t think I would have survived this 

without you guys.  I know I really enjoyed most of marching band (and even parts of this 

season) and I really hope you guys did too. 

Anyone I forgot: 

If you are a senior or a trumpet, check again.  I’m pretty sure I got you.  Otherwise, I’m 

very sorry if I forgot you at all; writing a good senior will is a lot harder than I thought it 

would be.  You’re welcome to yell at me if you want.  Just know that if I forgot you, it 

was not because I secretly hate you, it was because I am a moron! 

…………………………………………………………….. 

Paige Feltner 

“Love you all xoxo keep partying hard” 

Sylvia: Becoming an awesome rat woman. 

Emma H. The strength to deal with P-dawg :)))) 
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Zennik: The strength to live without me when I’m gone.  Also a slow cooker. 

Angelise: Never ending cat videos. 

Anthony: Another promotion in Boy Scouts, all the room 100 solos, and a better 

friendship bracelet. 

Emma S: A bright future and a really fun senior year, keep being your awesome 

self!!!! 

Amelia: Nothing…also will you go out with me?  Olive Garden this Tuesday? 

Mike: lots of koolaid and treating T right, and the strength to fight me if you don’t 

xoxo 

Sophia: A new job and the courage/strength to punch Denny in the face 

Luke: An invitation to Denny’s funeral, the ability to act shocked when you see 

this, and a bag of Fritos. 

Tori: A lint roller 

Matt F: a better job xoxo, jk but also some money so u can bring me a gyro next 

time u come to Heisler’s 

Eva: More flutes, and 4-fun filled years 

Matthew G: A productive sectional 

Lexi: a rendezvous with me, and a big bowl of spaghetti to eat together 

Jack: DN jokes 

Olivia: a new hiding place 

Teresa: car rides listening to frank ocean, cup pong, dancing to shots, and staying 

in touch forever <3 

Robbie: Family Christmases 

Bain: Invisible cloak for licks 

Ryan: The divorced parents club 
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Tommy: All the confidence in the world and more iconic outfits 

Greta: Really cool nail art and drawings, and a wonderful time in Colorado 

Alex: fun and success in college, also a real Ouija board <3 

Allen: 700 ceramic frogs 

Dom: The good Sousa and a productive sectional. 

Drew: Two awesome handshakes, lots of fast food, memories from when we were 

9 and tons of success. 

Robyn: All the success as a woman in stem, awesome hair dye, meeting John 

Green irl, and an iPhone so we can keep in touch in college through blue bubbles. 

Jason: The calculator that you gave me freshman year that I’ve been using ever 

since. 

Sean: All the deer meat you can dream of, also quails 

Olivia: Future mall trips!!!! Also the strength to handle the trumpets. 

Blake: A great senior year!! 

Paul: really cool playlists, sad music, weezer tickets, and chipotle bowls, also the 

strength to make it through coffeehouse. 

Cookie: an awesome senior year <3 

Katie H: the courage and strength to deal with pdawg, also lots of fun in room 100 

this year and next!   

Caitie W: new children, seriously your suck love u mom!!!!! 

 

………………………………………………… 

 

Katherine Skillings 
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Grant: I will Grant you the name Long-Haired Wyatt 

Wyatt S: I will you the ability to keep Grant in line when I’m gone. 

Carson T: I will you the ability to scrunch Grant’s manbun at any time. 

Sawyer: I will you a great band season next year, keep up all the awesome 

drumline traditions and keep saying fat doink. 

Connor K: I will you an awesome band season next year. 

Emma S: I will you a great band season next year. 

Nathaniel E: I will you the ability to play really loud next year. 

Scarlett T: I will you the marimba next year along with a good year of band. 

Steele: I will you an awesome band season next year. 

………………………………………………………. 

Sean Doty 

I, Sean Doty, leave the following people my marching band memories, items and 

responsibilities 

Alaina: The rights to the trumpet sweatshirt designs. 

Jacob: Being the best Simko (don’t tell Nick) 

Owen: Yelling Trumpets fill the arc. 

Colin: Free reign to the stick in Trumpetlandia. 

Bobby: Free reign to play the Among Us theme. 

David: Jump On It, a working car. 

Gavin: Zip ties to hold your trumpet together. 

Jayda: The spin that got Bain kicked out of practice. 

Ian: An Among Us doll to hang from your trumpet. 
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Alex: Title of Gordon 2. 

Justin: Even more tape/wrapping for your trumpet bell. 

Max: An invite to Beanfest 5. 

Olivia K: The forbidden stand tune. 

Zennik: Title of Honorary Trumpet. 

Cookie: a hedgehog smuggled in from out of state 

Ethan: Creation of future stand tunes (thank you for Ghostbusters) 

Olivia R: The bibble. 

Dominic: Gold paint for the fiberglass sousaphone. 

Zimmy: Your weight in Redbull. 

Garrett: County fair octopus ride 

Anthony: An assortment of colored prescription sunglasses. 

……………………………………………………………… 

 

Amelia D’Addieco 

“ptmb! I love each and every one of you, thank you for making these last five years 

so special.  Writing this is bittersweet but I am so thankful to have met you all and 

spent time here.  Much love and here’s to a great season!” 

Sylvia: endless parkour, to be able to watch the dead poet’s society for the first 

time again, and a brand new little mouse friend and lots of fun with the flutes!! 

Eva: tons of cute dog pics from one of the cutest dogs!! The best four years of a 

high school experience ever, and a lot of new flute friends!!(and an at least 

somewhat  sane flute section :)) 
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Zennik: a new twin sibling, an x on your lunch seat, a brand new, not sick piccolo, 

and a whole army of slow cookers with a massive spice rack, also an amazing time 

as an upper classman and being the oldest flute : ) 

Angelise: an easy A on every math tset, (or test in general), late night library study 

sessions, fluffy cats forever, and a whole lot of writing (and all three! Creativity, 

time, and drive :)) 

Tori: a brand new pair of white dinkles, the biggest kite you’ve ever seen, and a 

whole lot of square dancing before the halftime show and the most fun in college, 

toto! 

Sophia: a marching oboe, a viral tiktok (because I still think you’d  be the best 

ticktoker) endless music to dance your heart out to, lots of ABBA, a chance to 

meet everyone from 1D, and your sanity back from the months of January-June. 

Olivia R: the goofiest, most amazing rest of your junior year, and a knock out 

senior year! leaving you so much joy! 

Sam: the most amazing next three years, and lots of fun! 

Greta: a smooth move to Colorado, lots of cool nail art (always love seeing yours!) 

we’ll miss you. 

Emma H: the sweetest senior year ever, and the coolest woodwind section! 

Anthony: a great last few years at little lake, the coolest shades ever, and an 

awesome time as an upperclassman!! 

Paige: everything, jk, nothing, jk, 17+ more years of friendship and a successful 

job as a slime-maker and etsy entrepreneur, and a new best friend because I don’t 

like you anymore (don’t worry everyone, that’s a joke :)) 

Jason: some peace and quiet for the perfect nap on the band bus, and some fast wifi 

for your laptop to write these wills on 

Andrew: the best remake of the I want you back video, and the best end to senior 

year 
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Paul: the best playlists ever and a whole lot of new sad girl indie music (the best 

kind) 

Sean: a championship fencing season, and the most well-behaved trumpet section 

ever! 

Bain: the best end to our senior band season, and all the fun in low brass! 

Robyn: the most successful culinary career! and the largest crocheted blanket, or 

the super power for super-speed crocheting!! Endless amounts of fantasy  

audiobooks, lots  of blessed loaves of bread, and one last hurrah with our absolute 

favorite: the legendary quincey youngers 

Lexi: finally getting those vendredi photos in (we will, I swear) and a perfect 5 on 

the AP French test (or maybe just for us all to magically be fluent) also lots of fun 

and the best time in Tennessee (manifesting for u!) and the best end to the last five 

years :) 

Mike: the best end to an amazing senior year, lots of wins at cup-pong, and a real 

life ouija board experience since ours failed 

Teresa: T! I’m leaving you so much joy, and maybe just one last ride with all of us 

in judy with the windows down:) also midnight singalongs to t swift and whatever 

we can find, and the best raps in the battle, and an absolutely amazing time in 

college.  All the love! 

Luke: the coolest goodwill finds (manifesting a new sweater) to finally know 

what’s up with Caesar and alexander the great (they really loved each other, we’re 

right!!!!) and the strength to make it through just one more quarter of outlines 

Ryan: a permanent place in the flute line as a four-year honorary member of the 

flute section!! 

Tyler: the coolest (light up!!) speaker with the best tunes (thanks for the music and 

all the candy during band camp!) 

Caitie: the strength to deal with the seniors in the coffeehouse skit and for a great 

year in band and symphonic together and of course, for the best end to this year! 

Cookie: the most amazing senior year ever, live it up!! 
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Alex M: to go out there and be the coolest lawyer lady/killer musician ever! Also 

everytime we touch to be played on an endless loop, to see all the concerts and 

dance to all the vibes, and the most amazing time in college! 

Maya: the best tenor breakout room ever, and a never-ending supply of amazing 

books! 

Kat: the best time as an art teacher and many cool lit drawings! 

………………………………………………… 

 

Ryan Palovcik 

I, Ryan Palovcik, being of sound mind body and reflections, will the following to:  

Clarinets 

All clarinets: I love you guys so much, you’re some of the most fun people I’ve 

ever met and I’m so glad I got to spend my years in band with you stinkers, thank 

you so much for the amazing memories. I’ll see you all at every game I can make it 

to next year! 

 

Olivia R: my car so Tyler doesn’t have to give you rides anymore, spit soaked 

marker chips, and my energy so you can keep scaring the rookies for me 

Emma H: the title of marching bass clarinet (share with wheat), all the advice I’ve 

given you, arbee, and an extra mouthpiece 

Lexi K: a shifter that works in your car, the color guard top, you were awesome 

this year as a drum major!  

Ethan W: also the title of marching bass clarinet, the clarinet ninjas (𝖆𝖑𝖜𝖆𝖞𝖘 

𝖜𝖆𝖙𝖈𝖍𝖎𝖓𝖌), A band that can play ghostbusters well, and proof that you’re the 

coolest white boy😎  

Tyler w: 2nd coolest senior clarinet, endless eye contact, and a fast car 

Greta M: tap… tap… tap…, all the memories with brindle and Kennedy, and a 

coat to survive Colorado 

CecileMarie S: the ability to stare at someone and make them burst out laughing, 

the marching oboe (make it happen), and some water for you and the section so 
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you never have to pass out in band again (unless you wanna go home early or 

something then it’s ok) 

Sammy Sam: a director who remembers your name, future section leader 

privileges, and the rights to me and Olivia’s insanity when we’re gone, 

congratulations on getting thru your first year! *throws grass aggressively*  

Robbie W: the rights to being the clarinet sections new Disney princess, careless 

whisper always and forever, and position of clarinet bodyguard (keep my children 

safe) 

Vanessa: a tighter grip on your clarinet so we don’t have to search under the 

bleachers 

Grace: confidence to be as loud as you want, rock next year! 

Brindle: Elevator slaps until we got yelled at, calling Andy just to hear that 

beautiful voicemail, and bus two party bus  

 

Colorguard  

All colorguard: please just let me have a flag and a rifle I am in dire need (Mrs. 

Strangis I will pay for one very gladly) 

Maya N: All the rants back and forth at each other over the years, carrying you 

around slippery rock bc why not, and sneaking up to the stands to hang out with 

you and Julia during games 

Caitie W: jousting, fighting at practice, and a 30 year old married woman  

Deja: passing out on you on the bus ride to Chicago 

 

All instruments other than clarinets 

Luke W: the sacred knowledge that spoons are evil government surveillance 

weapons, lè Magót (the masterpiece itself), the Tower of Babel, the race car, and 

switching instruments all the time  

Elena: potlucks from slippery rock 

Justin: our hectic room on the Chicago trip 

Sean: nut and dairy free Halloween candy 

Robyn: Robyn we need to bake together and exchange recipes soon, you were an 

awesome drum major this year! 

Matt: HI MATT, please carry on band chants for me (Superman and dynamite) and 

teach people on other busses how they work (also share with Olivia you both 

deserve it) 
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Max: Dinkles gang at hoco 

Mike: unspillable kool aid, and eye drops 

Paige: feed the wobble, blue drink, and the mouthpiece in the trap 

David: our awesome room in Chicago, and chillin at games every so often lmao 

Cada: cada I love you you’re the best dude  

Olivia: scissors for that one time you helped me turn a shirt into a functional mask 

for the game 

Baby Simko: a million instruments to steal from me, being a good person that 

follows laws like me, and the wiener mobile  

Angelise: playing rich man poor man at Cal U for hours, the 8th grade band closet 

Sylvia: all the bugs and creatures you’ve made friends with over the year, 

congratulations on getting thru your first year! 

Zennik: that one set where I almost hit you every single time, all the times we’ve 

hit on each other and neither of us were willing to back down  

Anthony: freedom from your boy scout troop, come join my cult instead. Also best 

bari sax 

 

Directors 

Mr Kuhn: playing pool at slippery rock, all the times you taught us music, and title 

of best oboe player in band (sorry CecileMarie), also you still need to come back 

and let us take you to eat n park after a game 

Mr Mackay: ruler of the navy, a speaker without any connection issues, and the 

gorgeous sound of you on the bass trombone or any other brass instrument 

Mr K: patience before you yell at certain clarinet players for looking inside a 

rodent trap, el cumbachero for the senior show, and a band that listens to cutoffs 

 

Anyone I missed: sorry if I missed anyone I made this very last minute, but band 

has been a great experience for me, thank you all for being my second family the 

past 5 years.  

BAND DISMISSED (say Ohana say it say it now or you’re not allowed to leave 

say it) 

……………………………………… 
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Alexandra Milchovich 

I, Alexandra Milchovich, being of sound mind and body do hereby will the 

following: 

Seniors: 

Paige: I leave you the frogs searching for the succulent India, Harry Styles, the 

21st night of September, D-dog, Ms. Melody Sharp, all of the clothes I have stolen 

from you, cheesy fries, Ebony Darkness Dementia Raven Way, our shared Beatles 

phase, penguins, an apology from my brother for trying to spit on you, Careese, 

Waluigi, Terry’s mom, and all the baby farm animals in the universe! You are 

sweet, contentious, funny, intelligent, and just overall The Whole Package of 

Being a Great Person. You’re an amazing person, thank you for being my friend.  

 

Amelia: I leave you the entire Dark Academia aesthetic, Phoebe’s skeleton outfit, 

pencils for your beautiful writing, a new Harry Potter author, all of the answers to 

the AP French test (this is a joke, please don’t hurt me Collegeboard),  

 

Teresa: I leave you Ms. Melody Sharp, the Duquesne Duke, that one time we went 

to the symphony and had meatballs, that guy from Cal U, the knowledge that you 

are easily one of the coolest people ever to exist, various TikTok dances, and those 

awkward few days of band mini camp where it was just us and we didn’t even do 

band that year. You are hilarious, cool, and overall one of the best people I know. 

Thank you for everything.  

 

Robyn: I leave you Ms. Melody Sharp, 11 years of friendship, “The Robyn Song,” 

all the mispronunciations of your last name, more butter for your delicious baking, 

the Dashcon Ballpit, Strange Aeons, more purple hair dye, and the special lego. 

You are one of the most intelligent, witty people I have ever had the pleasure of 

meeting. Kindergarten me didn’t know how lucky she was to meet such a 

wonderful friend.  
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Luke: I leave you all of the Simlish language, large cardigans, Mr. Orelli, the Art 

Club presidency, Carethra, Peach Pit, Lin Manuel Miranda, the power of the 

bounce, always driving me places, my bizarre rants, Cutch, always being referred 

to by your first and last name for some reason, some way to clean your nasty neck 

strap, random winking at band practices, and free Dunkin. You are one of my 

favorite people, period. I’m so lucky to have you as a friend! 

 

Mike: I leave you all of the Rolling Stones discography (you have sick music 

taste), more Christmas lights for your car, a Pojo stick so you can somehow jump 

even higher (if that’s possible), a REAL Ouiji board, football coach rights since 

you are a football genius, Svetlana, a birth chart, Ace Hardware, and making my 

senior year just a little bit funnier. You are hilarious, and you never fail to make 

me laugh. Treat Teresa well!  

 

Lexi: I leave you with vibey car rides at night, “allez-allez, beep beep beep!,” the 

rights to the entire corporate entity that is Chipotle, pretty girls, always calling each 

other by our French names, le mot de jour specifically by Zackary, and the 

knowledge that you are so effortlessly cool. You’re genuinely hilarious, and you 

have brought tears to my eyes from making me laugh. I’m so lucky to call you my 

friend.  

 

Caitie: I leave you thighs, Pintrest, our shared fandoms, Howl Pendragon, a new 

podcast to obsess over, the knowledge that you radiate the same chaotic woodland 

energy as Hozier, more black hair dye, and Hetalia. You are so beautiful, radiant, 

and kind. I am so lucky to have you as a friend.  

 

Sophia: I leave you all of the Starbucks I have ever gotten that has made me late 

for practice, that puffball I had in the fifth grade but I can’t remember his name, 

King Him, Mr. Bratetich, being one of my favorite Heisler’s employees, dye for 

the return of the rainbow hair, the strange stink on the bus, and more strangely 

specific Washington County Fair shirts. You are one of the most hilarious people I 

have ever met.  

 

Paul: I leave you Mr. Lawrence, all the anime recommendations you could ever 
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ask for, Clairo’s Sling, and random conversations I will probably never forget in 

terms of strangeness. You are so swag, never change.  

 

Maya: I leave you more liquid liners for your amazing eyeliner abilities!  

 

Tyler: I leave you multiple bluetooth speakers so they don’t die during “Everytime 

We Touch” by Cascada, scrunchies from when Emma and Olivia and I tried to put 

your hair up, and all the gummy sharks you could ask for.  

 

Deja: I leave you the entirety of our 6th grade year, that Sneaky Fish thing, and the 

knowledge that your style is IMPECCABLE!!!  

 

Bain: I leave you a new disguise for games. You need it. 

 

Katherine: I leave you a nice walk. You are so kind, you deserve it.  

 

Jason: I leave you a new deck of cards specifically for middle school bus rides 

spent playing Rich Man Poor Man and Slaps.  

 

Drew: I leave you P-dawg, awesome high-fives, a hello to your mom, a bro hug, 

those crazee bass notes, free Panera, and a friendly “sup” whenever needed. You’re 

the best, my officer brother!  

 

Ryan: I leave you your rightful Wendy’s spicy chicken sandwich that I stole 

because mine had mayo on it. I apologize for my actions, you deserve it back. By 

the way, I’m still surprised. 

 

Angelise: I leave you all the car rides to Heisler’s you want! I also leave you that 

one tech lady from Antigone… You are extraordinarily swag and cool! Also like 

the chillest person I’ve met, I know you’re going to be the Best Computer 

Scientist!  

 

Sean: I leave you more stickers for your trumpet case, all the trumpet solos in that 

one stand tune you do that sounds really good, Mr. Seckar, and the knowledge that 

you’ll totally kill whatever you decide to do!  
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Tori: I leave you Ms. Prince’s eighth grade science class and the knowledge that 

you are so funny. Every time we’ve had a conversation, I’ve laughed. You’re 

genuinely so cool to be around. 

 

Juniors: 

Emma H.: I leave you literally all of my heart! I adore you, I really don’t have that 

much to say. You know I luv you, my talented, beautiful officer gf.  

 

Olivia: I leave you the knowledge that I am obsessed with your style, random 

dolphin (?) noises, sleeves for your boyfriend, more curl conditioner, Sheetz, an 

awkward hallway wave, and the knowledge that you are stunning. I’m honestly 

going to miss you so much.  

 

Francesca: I leave you your beautiful Soprano voice, the whole Light in the Piazza, 

the entirety of the Toca Boca franchise, and P-dawg walking in on our shenanigan.  

 

Alan: I leave you Twenty Pilots’s awful album, Scaled and Icy, the entirety of the 

Dream SMP, a new charger, gems for Cookie Run Kingdom, a healthy fly for 

once, and the knowledge that you are one of my absolute favorites. Every 

conversation I’ve had with you has been a trip and a half, but a blast. Low brass is 

in your hands. 

 

Gavin: I leave you that weird dance you always do.  

 

Ian: I also leave you that weird dance you always do and my dad.  

 

Tommy: I leave you the knowledge that YOUR CLOTHES ARE SO COOL! 

That’s all, you rock. Hope you’re treating the Low Brass Chicken, Ted, well.  

 

Sawyer: I leave you the knowledge that you are absolutely swag and talented. 

 

Emma S.: I leave you the amazing superpower of always knowing where your set 

is. Oh wait! You don’t need that! Seriously I am JEALOUS of your ability to stay 
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on time. You’re talented and SO PRETTY! Also, Carson.  

 

Carson: Emma S. :) 

 

Eric: Even though you are gone, I leave you all of Kero Kero Bonito. 

 

Sophomores: 

Matt: I leave you maid dresses, awkward car rides with my dog, all the Sims in the 

world, that face you always make at me in the hallway, the Starbucks stain in the 

auditorium (your fault), and the knowledge that you are like my de facto son. I’m 

gonna miss you so much for realzies.  

 

Zennick: I leave you Anna, eyeliner, firewood and matches for your special hat, 

more piccolos to make a certain someone angry, the ability to always be in tune, 

and the knowledge that you are SO SWAG! You are literally like the coolest.  

 

Ethan: I leave you all of the current Austro-German Music Theory canon. You 

deserve it, and I wouldn’t be surprised if you went to like Juilliard or something.  

 

Sam: I leave you all the eyeliner in the world for that super cool eye look you do 

where it’s all faded and swag??? It is so neat, please keep it up! I also leave you 

with the knowledge that you somehow really give me the same vibes of Taylor 

Swift. You are so kind and sweet, I’m going to miss you so much!  

 

Anthony: I leave you a certain song you do not stop singing, a forever seat at my 

lunch table, my bouquet, Daina Griffith, and like some Boy Scout stuff I guess? 

You’re really talented, like so talented dude what the heck.  

 

Grace: I leave you Kickline Dance Center and all the self confidence in the world: 

YOU ARE AMAZING!!! Please text me if you ever need anything, you are so, so 

awesome.  
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Freshmen: 

Sylvia: I leave you the entire Riot Grrl subculture, elf ears, more eyeshadow, the 

knowledge that you are literally like a sweet, grungy fairy, and I adore that for you. 

I also leave you all the costumes in the costume room. You’re so awesome and 

your energy is spectacular. A conversation with you is always the best, and I’m 

gonna miss you!  

 

Scarlett: I leave you, my little sister, awkward waves in the hallway, knowing that 

you have AMAZING style and great anime taste,  

 

The Other Alex: I leave you the knowledge that you are absolutely chaotic. It’s 

great.  

 

Olivia: I leave you Loki/Tom Hiddleston, infinite hugs, random deep chats, all the 

advice you could ever need, and the knowledge that you are like my favorite 

person in the world. You’re like my little sister, and I am going to miss you so 

much.  

 

Owen: Treat Olivia right man! 

 

Tyler White 

“Thanks to everyone for making this band feel like a second family.” 

Robbie: Too tall for your age and called me senpai 

Grace S: When give hot chocolate, you turned into a crazy person 

Vanessa: Always taking Grace’s side in arguments 

Sam: The best freshman ever 

Olivia: Annoying, but was always a good friend. 

Emma: Always have positive energy, but was mean to me 

Cecile Marie: Always laughing 
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Greta: Always bringing goodies 

Ethan: A really weird brother, but great clarinet player 

Ryan: Always had great energy but a slow car 

Lexi: Still a great clarinet player and a great drum major 

Tucker: Always had fun throwing football 

Alex C: A mini Gordon 

David: Could never catch the ball. 

Max: A way better dancer than Mike. 

Zimmy: Loves his bike way too much. 

Garrett: An amazing snare player and ok at catching football. 

Dom: Could be louder on the tuba. 

All the Seniors: Thank you for an amazing year and I’m glad I joined the PTMB 

Mr. K: You were a big change in the band, but it wasn’t a bad change, thanks for a 

great year. 

Mr. McKay: The Speaker Guy 

Alex S: Graduated like 20 years ago and still helping the band. 

The Whole Band: We had ups and downs, but still had fun and made it through the 

year.  

………………………………………………. 

Lexi Kirch 

I, Lexi Kirch, being of sound mind and body, do hereby will... 

Robyn: my partner in crime this whole season, I leave you with a sturdier podium 

with railings going the whole way up.  I also leave you with a brand new mace and 

a ton or cord to decorated it with.  Also, I leave you with a bunch of knitting 
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materials and Pitt gear to rock when you (maybe) go there next year, also, here’s a 

script for what to say when we do our end-of-the-night speeches on the busses. 

Finally, I lend you an ear whenever you need someone to listen because I’ll always 

be here for you! 

Amelia: I give you plenty of oversized jackets that I know you’ll absolutely rock.  I 

also give you the vendredi selfies with madame that we still have yet to take.  I 

give you a bunch of funny coughs and caffeine so you don’t close your eyes again 

on the field :) 

Angelise: for you heavenly, I leave you with an endless supply of Hi-Chews (but 

the good ones are for me). Also I’m going to give you an extendable arm so you 

can close the door in calc from your seat! 

Sophia: Sofa, I leave you with a pet rat and raccoon that are totally not wild and 

totally don’t have rabies.  I also leave you makeup so you can dress up as a drag 

king when we go to Florida. Oh, also her are 200,000 robux just in case you need 

some wings or a new rat for your shoulder :) and I leave you with an endless 

supply of hugs because I love you. 

Tori: Toto, I’m going to have to give you this gorgeous string from my blankey. I 

figured you’d enjoy it :)  also here’s an eye mask for the band bus so you don’t 

have to witness anything like the years past iykyk;) also here are some movie 

tickets so we can watch a movie when we have to cover for someone on a date 

instead of sitting in barnes and noble,and finally, her I all the love I can give so 

you’re always happy. 

Zennik: I never thought this day would come…here’s my address, phone number 

and social security number…jk you already have all of those things so I’ll give you 

a couple hot dogs and push pops for you to swallow whole;) and here’s a t-shirt 

tha’s totally normal and totally not superman’s suit;;) 

Sylvia: the best little sibling ever! I leave you with the biggest book of stickers you 

can imagine.  Also I give you a bunch of pixie stix and any other candy you want. 

Also, I’m going to give you a big good luck hug for your years to come! 
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Eva: I’m giving you a wide selection of hair dyes.  Also, I’m leaving you with all 

the confidence in the world so you can lead the flute section! They’re gonna need a 

leader and you’re the best person for it! 

Ryan: I’m giving you all the chef equipment you could ever imagine (including a 

pizza making set) so you can open your own restaurant one day.  I’m also going to 

give you your very own mace so you can practice your spin! And here’s your very 

own……….brand new car! It’s a lambo btw) 

Tyler: here’s the entire dollar general and dollar store candy aisle (plus the candy 

from the back) so you don’t have to worry about waiting for them to restock. also 

i’m leaving you with as many eagles shirts as you want! 

Olivia R: here are some crystal necklaces to add to your collection. also, i built you 

a robot to organize your room for you so you don’t have to. i’m also gonna gift you 

a lovely pair of headphones to play all the random noises you make so you can 

listen to them when you sleep:) also here are a bunch of hugs and kisses to last you 

all of next band season:) 

Emma: i give you the memory of the day we first started talking and the original 

copy of pathetic snot from that very day. i also baked you a fresh LARGE cookie 

to eat at the next venom movie we see. also here’s the sheet music for “the slide” 

so you never forget how it goes. also i give you extra slippy pants so the slide is 

even more fun:) finally i’m gonna leave you with a bunch of Lecky hugs and a big 

fat kiss 

Vanessa: i leave you with the responsibility of leading the bestie squad with Grace 

and Robbie. also here’s a ruler so you are constantly reminded that Grace is taller 

than you!! 

Grace S: i’m gonna give you a huge trophy because you’re a track star:) i’m also 

giving you a ruler so Vanessa can be reminded twice that you’re taller than her:) 

Robbie: i leave you with blue hair dye just in case you wanna go blue again. also i 

give you noise-cancelling headphones so you can block out Vanessa and Grace 

whenever you want! 
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Greta: i’m giving you a ton of drawing equipment so you can keep up your 

amazing work! i’m also giving you as much Unus Annus merch as you want. 

finally i’m giving you all the luck you can get in your future! 

Cecile-Marie: i’m gonna have to give you the sturdiest hair clip known to man. 

also i give you the request for you to never stop smiling! 

Ethan:  i’m giving you one of every instrument that exists because i don’t think 

you have enough. also i’m giving you a book full of minecraft stickers for you to 

put on each of your instruments. also i’m passing the clarinet section over to you 

because they need a strong leader and i think you’d be the best for it! 

Sam: sammy, you deserve everything in the whole world tbh. since i can’t do that, 

i’ll give you the next best thing… 3 pieces of white pizza from the school FOR 

FREE! (jk they might take a piece away from you if you don’t have enough 

money). also here’s a limited time supply of multi-colored wife beaters:) finally i 

give you endless laughs because you are the funniest person i know! 

Luke: i’m giving you some sparkly scrunches to decorate your man bun with. also, 

i’m giving you a bunch of new button-ups with whatever patterns you desire:) 

Mike: here’s a gift card to great clips so you can get the haircut of my choosing. 

also i give you some cajun cashews from sheetz to hold you over if you ever get 

hungry! 

Matt: i give you a new name certificate so you can finally be Matthew. also, here’s 

an unlimited supply of responses to send to your girlfriend when she sends you 

angry paragraphs. 

Anthony: Anthony, i give you a pair of rainbow converse because i know how 

much you love your converse. also, i got you a foldable couch that you can sit on 

next band camp! 

Jason: Jason, i give you the music to reflections of form so you can conduct it or 

play it whenever you want. i also give you a flannel jacket exactly like the one you 

have except it’s blue. finally i give you a positive attitude so you don’t get in 

trouble with Mr. K as much! 
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Sean: my dearest Sean Potty, i give you a new yearbook so your last name is 

spelled right and you’re not the running joke anymore. also i give you a cow farm 

so you can drink as much milk as you want! 

David: i give you an eagles shirt because i know how much you love them! 

Alex C: clam chowda, i give you a weight rack so you can get buff at your house! 

also i give you orange peels so you can throw at whoever you want. 

Olivia K: i’m gonna leave you with whatever school lunch you want! 

Alaina: i’m giving you a better wind symphony trumpet section since you’ve 

obviously carrying the current one and are way more advanced than them. also i’m 

gonna give you this book of current slang so you know how to talk to people 

without sounding like a genius. 

Owen: Owen, i give you a bunch of jokes to laugh at when you’re about to walk on 

the field for halftime! 

Andrew: i give you a ton of the most powerful high fives ever. also, i’m giving you 

free chipotle for life! 

Alex: i’m giving you a book on how to practice echolocation so you can show 

Zach how it’s done. also, here’s a free pass for as many ride home as you need! 

Paige: papa, i give you all my halloween candy to share. also, i give you all the 

hugs and kisses you want. 

Teresa: Terri, i’m giving you all of the answers to the stat homework for the rest of 

the year. also, i give you a professional picture of the duquesne sign so you can 

have a better lockscreen. 

Tommy: i give you a trombone built in to a banner so you can hold the banner for 

our band and play your instrument at the same time! also i give you a bunch of 

kicks to do while we’re in parade block. oh, and here’s a pet rat! 

Allen: Allen, i give you noise-cancelling headphones so you don’t have to listen to 

Ian talk all the time! also, i give you plenty of things to laugh at next season! 
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Logan: i give you the fastest skateboard ever made so you can get to band even 

faster! 

Tucker: i give you a bunch of new drumline stand tunes. also, i give you the 

cheerleaders since i know you love them so much! 

Luca: Luca, i’m leaving you with a new set of light-up sticks with different light 

settings so you can impress everyone at night practices! 

Blake: i leave you with a new table to put your cymbals on because your current 

one looks a bit old. also, i leave you with a bunch of blankets for the cold games 

and tons of funny memes! 

Sawyer: i leave you with a bunch of songs to flip your hair to and tons of drumline 

cheers that i know you’ll crush! 

Paul: i’m giving you the original hard copy of “The Wonderful World of Dung” 

signed by Keith Compeggie himself along with the narrator Tony Robinson. also, 

i’m giving you a specially-made senior shirt that says we too fly on it. 

Katherine: i give you my soccer goalie gloves from 6th grade because i don’t need 

them anymore. also, i give you a bunch of tickets to see any band you want! 

Theo: i’m giving you a book of french words so you never forget what they mean! 

(btw i looked up enchanter and it does mean to enchant) 

Bri: bri, i leave you with a new rifle to continue spinning as well as you do the old 

one. i also leave you a full size cookie from north hills. 

Deja: i leave you with mrs. wellek from 5th grade and everything and everyone 

that came with that class. 

Maya: i leave you with the lyrics to the alien song we made up in 6th grade so you 

never forget them! i also leave you with a huge crown so everyone knows you’re 

the homecoming queen. 

Grace: i leave you with a ton of heated blankets to take with you to the games so 

you’re never cold again. i’m also going to give you a bunch of hugs and the 

reqderftguest that you never stop smiling:) 
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Caitie: i leave you with every color of lipstick that exists because you absolutely 

rock it. also, i leave you with another basketball season with my dad as the coach. 

Peyton: i leave you with a bunch of smiles and laughs so you’re always happy! 

Cookie: i’m giving you a 5 on the AP calc exam so Mrs. Canfield loves you even 

more! 

…………………………………………….. 

Brianna Ross 

I, Brianna Ross, being of sound, mind, and body do hereby will… 

Maya: Your ability to make me laugh whenever, “do you want to buy a new car”, 

some more information about football, endless sour gummy worms that I hate, lots 

of hot chocolate, some more Christmas music, a great rest of the year in lunch and 

western civ and econ.  “We showed fight”. 

Deja: TOP, “do you want to buy a new car”, money to buy more stories in episode, 

a fatty, don’t ever stop being the cookie in our group of three, you will never 

understand how funny you are but never stop making your jokes, the rest of a 

fantastic year with Mrs. Price, a new pair of silver hoops that were not on the 

bottom of Cookie’s pool, more drill team hip-bumps. “We showed fight”. 

Caitie: Your ability to make the best weenies, buffalo chicken dip, mac and cheese, 

and orange chocolate chip cookies, your ability to always make me laugh even 

when you are not trying to, more black hair dye because I know how much you 

love it 

Peyton: Driving lessons 

Ally: A new working knee, your ability to correct people in the nicest way 

possible, so much love, a great rest of anatomy, the best senior year ever, keep drill 

team in line 

Cookie: A great year in AP bio, a fabulous senior year, keep leading that silk line, 

never lose the confidence that you have in yourself, go after what you want and 

you get it girl, your hard works always pays off and shows 
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London: A great senior year, you are the kindest person I have ever met, your 

amazing memory and ability to help other remember their work, sunglasses so your 

don’t have to look into the sun 

Katie: Your ability to be so kind and always have great attitude, great job on drill 

team, have a great senior year! 

Becca: Your ability to take everything that is thrown at you and go with it, keep 

drill team in check for me, have a fantastic senior year, try to keep Mr. McGough 

talking as much as possible 

Francesca: Great job in drill team, a good senior year, your hilarious jokes, a new 

pair of guard gloves 

Leila: Your ability to learn so quickly, the fact that you can toss and catch anything 

you try, your kindness is truly amazing, have a fun senior year 

Emeila: Some football knowledge, a great second half of high school, keep an eye 

on Giana for me 

Natalie: Your ability to lead by example, have a great second half of high school. 

Erin: Rifle line is all you now, I know that you will make me proud, a great rest of 

anatomy, have fun in the second half of high school 

Grace: Your fight to get everything right, your ability to always have your feet 

turned out and pointed perfectly (it’s very appreciated), have a fantastic second 

half of high school 

Gianna: Your ability to keep trying, your will to lead the underclassmen, keep an 

eye on Emilia for me 

Alana: Your ability to keep going, have a fun next three years 

Sophia: Your ability to pick things up quickly, have fun in the rest of high school 

Kaylee: Aww my little sister, I loved watching you grow into the silk that you are, 

have a great next three years, never stop being you. 

Juliana: A hand that doesn’t hurt, your hilarious jokes, never stop being yourself, 

have a great rest of high school. 
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Eliana: Have a good rest of high school (it goes fast) 

Caroline: Always be yourself, have a great rest of high school 

Teresa: A great rest of the year in lunch, the will power to get through Canfield’s 

class everyday, 

2021: Marching Band: Thank you guys so much for a memorable senior year. We 

have been through so much this year and I can’t believe that it’s over. 

........................................................................ 

Bain Tedeschi 

What an Interesting year…😈 

Alex C: hypebeast, good cuddler, i love this man, the new Gordon Hardy�💯💪 

Andrew R: my best friend been there since day 1�. “Destroy me at 43”� 

Teresa: Garret n you at the fair😏� 

Jack: soo much to say, 💯Spinning😳, the deez nuts jokes, 😂gush in go sprints 

😳B phlat scale� Now is a good time� 

Logan: skateboard and heelies to practice,😏gush in go through the front door,� 

devious lick😈, instrument swaps🎵 

Matt G: very talented and always got the confidence 💯 

Dom: great instrumentalist and is goin places one day🎶 

Sean D: my best friend always there when i need em. Excellent trumpeteer bus 

buddy all da way�. 

Jayda: My favorite trumpet. Make sure Scarlett doesn’t do anything stupid😳� 

Bobby M: among us, in yo jaws, and indutry baby stand tunes from you�� 

David B: biggest hybebeast known to man. Always got dat Arnold palmer on 

ya🙏😋 
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Zimmy: what a man, always got that heavy bass drum😂 great sense of humor, the 

red bull drinks� got the best jokes💯 

Scarlett: best Cymbol ever! Also make sure Jayda doesn’t do anything stupid�� 

Tucker: I think you dropped something😳😳🍑 

Garrett: holy guacamole you are awesome. �Also what is this talk about the 

County fair ride??💀 

Anthony: best Bari sax(shoulda been section leader) great singer and 

instrumentalist💯. Great friend always there for me and has a great sense of 

humor😜 

Zennik: you should play the Piccolo� 

Max S: Just like your brother😉 

John D: great performance this year. You really got good at the drums💯. Times at 

EatnPark after the games and the good times playing stand tunes. Love you bro❤

�🙏 

Sylvia M: you are awesome. Great sense of humor and always expressing yourself. 

Keep at it💪 

Maya: you dropped your flag…� ♂� 

Tommy: THE BEST MANAGER💯❤�🔥 

Matt: 😋 cool dude. 

Allen P: what a great year. From instrument swaps to catch with a rock or stuffed 

animal it was fun💯💪 

………………………………………… 
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Angelise Zakis 

Alaina W — my vote for trumpet section leader 

Alex C — a mineturtle 

Alex M — more spontaneous trips to Dunkin Donuts 

Amelia D — more Harry styles tickets 

Andrew R — lifetime supply of Wendy’s 

Anthony L — Chillest member of the band award 

Bain T — promotion at Applebee’s 

David B — a speedy recovery 

Briana R — PT cafeteria bread bowl soup 

Caitie W — Kudos 

Cookie K— a 4.0 GPA, a couple free lunches, milk, a future petsitting NPC, and 

an endless supply of stuffed grape-leaves and lamb 

Emma S — a shiny new saxophone 

Emma H — promotion to band director 

Ethan W — more waterflame songs, BTD6 round 999, and immunity against skin-

walkers 

Eva H — your own drill spot next year, and endless sheet music and drill charts to 

never lose your place 

Garret T — a trophy labeled “Garret from Marching Band” 

Greta — redeemable plane tickets to Pittsburgh, so you can always visit 

Jason B — an automatic car 

Lexi K — a pepperoni roll, and a Mele 
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Kalikimaka 

Luke W — my [REDACTED] account 

Matt F — a pet monkey 

Max S — perfect dance moves for The Mike Dance 

Maya N — PT cafeteria bread bowl 

Mike S — more beanies 

Olivia R — a bushel of Black-eyed Susans 

Paige F — More Harry Styles tickets 

Paul F — WH-CH710N Headphones, and an acceptance letter to Notre Dame 

Robyn S — more awesome jeans 

Sam — a great time in Peters Township, future woodwind captain, more hi-chews, 

and my snapchat 

Sean D — dairy tolerance 

Sophia W — my lap, a Heislers cake pop, and the identity of Anonymous 

Sylvia M — comfy clothes, and video-game music 

Teresa A — PT cafeteria bread bowl soup 

Theo M — Presidency of the 1400 Club 

Tori M — an endless supply of free mobile games 

Tucker F — rights to the song Twerkulator 

Tyler W — Spotify Premium 

Zennik B — my never-ending indoctrination, a matching Christmas sock, and 

section leader 
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Michael Sunderland 

Last Will and Testament (as a band member) 

Zennik:  Capability to make someone’s ears actually start bleeding. Also an art 

degree 

Ethan: A new choir to sing some holiday tunes 

Olivia: Some furniture from Levin’s 

Max: The Mike Dance, which will now be formally known as The Max Dance 

Cada: A role as King George III in Hamilton 

David: An even bigger sun hat and a cold Arnold Palmer, you deserve it 

Jake: The legacy of your brother 

Dom: My hat, phone, keys, and wallet 

Zimmy: Another marine shirt 

Garrett: A wrestling match vs. me 

Saxes: Thank you for a great year guys! I had a blast being your section leader and 

I hope I kept things light and fun for all of you! Now here’s my will for all of 

you… 

Matt: Right to be the funniest sax (it was me before) 

Logan: The power to memorize and play every future show flawlessly 

Emma: The ability to say “Hey Guys!” And have people actually listen, and to 

keep Tenortopia alive. 

Madison: A cross-country event that doesn’t compete with band. 

Anthony: An infinite supply of funky bass lines. Also a stand tune of your 

ringtone. 
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Luke: Well this ain’t much of a will, more of a thank you for being the best 

honorary section leader I could’ve asked for! 

Seniors: Thank you all for a great year! I felt like we’ve all built a strong 

connection this year and I’m so thankful for that! 

……………………………………………………………………………. 

Robyn Strazisar 

I Robyn (Rhombone) Strazisar am sadly departing the PTMB and in return I 

leave... 

Low Brass:  

Allen: the strength to carry the trombone section and to deal with Logan 

Tommy: the trombone solo in Mambo 

Logan: a little bit of sanity 

Dom: the ability to recruit more Sousa players 

Teresa: the title of shortest member of low Brass even though you are taller than 

me 

Paige: the legacy of low Brass rookie of the year 2018 

Alex: a Mello with 3 valve cover things 

Jack: What's YOUR name? 

Matthew: 9th pd CHS Java 

Trumpets: 

Olivia: the fortitude to finished your book (and send it to me when you are ready) 

Owen and Jake: gratitude for talking to me when I am bored  

Jayda: the trumpet solo in song 2 

Jason: as of writing this it has not happened yet but the prediction that your egg 

will break on the egg drop thing  

Bobby: my apologies for confusing you with jack 

David: snowman David 
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Flutes: 

Amelia: nothing 

Sophia: friendship spaghetti 

Zennik: some common sense 

Angelise: thanks for not giving me your covid 

Amelia: jk girl I leave you a fancy timeline 

Drumline: 

Blake, Scarlett, Theo, Katherine: my beautiful singing voice during practice 

Theo: +1 

The Skillings: all the chicken nuggs I stole from you 

All of drumline: the knowledge that it terrifies me when you all stare at me when I 

am conducting 

Colorguard:  

Cookie: memories of BW camp and our lovely performances together 

Eliana: some day of the week socks to match your nifty masks 

All of guard: gratitude for not laughing at me when I dropped my mace all the time 

Clarinets: 

Tyler: some minty sharks 

Olivia: an alive mouse 

Lexi: the promise that i will watch the tiktoks you send me ;) 

Saxes: 

Luke: the plea to take ceramics with me next semester 

Anthony: a real nice chair 

Mike: sorry but everyone said i did the Mike dance better than you when you 

weren't there 

Bus 2: Some epic party times. 

…………………………………………….. 
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Luke Will 

It's been such a great time throughout the years: meeting new friends, learning 

songs, and making memories. I'm going to miss it a lot, but even more than that, 

I'm excited to see what the future holds for those who will succeed me. 

Emma H.: To you, Emma, I leave behind hibiscus flowers, teleportation, Patrick 

Swayze hall of fame, 10000 snee haws, and Mariah Carey's hit single "All I Want 

For Christmas Is You." Have fun with your last year in band, I can't wait to see 

where you go!! 

Olivia R: For my beloved Olivia, I gift one (1) tender smooch on the lips from that 

time in 8th grade that you had a crush on me 

CecileMarie: To you, Ceceile, I leave the Ceceile chant and "ree for 10 hours." 

Robbie: Robbie, to you I gift the ability to put up with Caitie's ... podcast 

obsession. Good luck. 

Ethan: Salted drinks, fish the invisible dog, and prank calls to Ian the robot. I know 

that I don't need to tell you of all people, but have fun bro! 

Greta: 1097 Chanel binder clips: one for each day that I wore it, as well as a CD of 

single ladies by Beyoncé. 

Sam B: Sam, I gift you a neck brace, so that you may eventually heal from that 

absolutely unsafe ride at the Washington County Fair we went on together. 

David B: A pack of Arnold Palmers 

Alaina W: To you, I leave behind complete memorization of the lyrics to every 

musical in existence (although you may already have this gift.) I'll never forget all 

of the weird and random late night conversations we had on the band bus. Enjoy 

your senior year next year!! 

Alex C: I couldn't have asked for a better senior sibling. Have fun and treat Bertha 

well. (Was Bertha the name of the pig that I gave you? I can't remember. Oh well. 

Have fun.) 

Allen P: An "orange" (we both know it's a lemon.) 
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Matt. F: Matt, to you I leave behind yelling saxes INCREDIBLY highly and loudly 

to get all of the saxes' attention. I also leave you with an ugly jacket, in honor of 

Ben Barson. I can't believe that I've known you for that long, but I'm excited to see 

what you'll do with your future. Have fun with the best section in the band :) 

Emma S: Future section leader: you're gonna go places. Have fun, and good luck 

leading the saxes lol. Squaa~ 

Logan D: To you, Logan, I leave behind the ability to speak up (and be rude to 

Matt on occassion.) Be confident, because truth be told you were the best 

saxophone this season. 

Anthony L: Anthony, I gift you the right to wear sunglasses during games as part 

of your official marching band uniform. Fight the power. 

Madison P: To you, Madison, I leave behind the position of symbolic section 

leader for the saxophone section. Use it wisely :) 

Alexandra K: To you, Cookie, I leave behind 10000 wafers, in memory of the 

wafers that I never got to share with you at away band camp. 

Caitie: Good cows :) 

Ryan P: Rooming together at band, prank calling our number neighbors, rich man 

poor man, slaps, three consecutive years of gym class, and Le Maggot. Where do I 

even begin? You've been there through it all, and I wouldn't have it any other way. 

You're one of my best friends, and band would've never been the same without you 

man :) 

Robyn: An unbreakable mace because apparently you LOVE destroying them. I 

also leave you with the bubons from that personal wellness video we made in 9th 

grade, a packet of ramen from Christmas in APUSH in 10th grade, and $5 USD as 

gas money for the times you drove me to Applebee's. 

Angelise: I leave you with the permission to send me every single image of Charlie 

that you take. I'm also leaving you with a typewriter and cottage so that you can 

write ...... with Amelia. 
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Amelia: Amelia, I leave you with a cottage and vintage typewriter so that you can 

write ...... all day with Angelise. 

Paige: Paige, I leave you the raise that Heisler's will probably never give you. I'm 

also giving you a bag of Fritos which ISN'T two years expired, the rain dance we 

did that one day of practice that actually worked for some reason (?), and a new 

gravity-defying mouthpiece which you can never lose underneath the bleachers at 

an away game. 

Alex M: Hobble dee squop bop? Pleeble be scorp tork. Fraffle glim beedle bron..... 

kladdie pam blam gan. Depwa spanewash depla blah! Shoo. Flee. 

Kat: Kat......... take a walk with me. 

Theo M: Theo, I leave you with a muffler so that I don't have to hear your car from 

5 miles away. I also leave you with the really cute ceramic pitcher you made that 

you hate for no apparent reason. 

Teresa: Charlie's Angels, Matt Kelso's fanfic, band with Mr. Nesaw, and that one 

time on the band bus that I ate 8 bags of goldfish while you sat in the same seat as 

me in mute horror (if you don't remember this event.. I think it's for the best.) 

Michael S: Oh humble and wise section leader; I gift you with Pusheen stickers 

and a saxophone section groupchat that has people still in it other than me, you, 

and Emma. 

Lexi K: Girl what? 

Sophia W: Mr. Elders, Inside Out with Mrs. Pinto, and a leash for Trudy so that 

she doesn't run at my dog every time I walk past your house. For some reason I 

keep thinking that you're a five year member, even though I know that isn't right at 

all. 

 

……………………………………… 
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Caitie Williams 

Color Guard: 

 

To my precious Color Guard, I leave hopefully fond memories and new skills. I 

will miss you all in my passing. I leave you all with metaphorical gifts to 

remember me by. 

 

Bri - A working wrist and my cookie recipe 

Deja - A boyfriend and a tub of hair gel 

Maya - the snap of a cute boy 

Peyton - the strength to deal with us 

Alexandra - an extra set of hands to braid with 

Allie - a functioning knee and a megaphone 

Becca - More cool vintage tee shirts. 

Katie - I give you your name back, 

London - my will to live 

Leila - a hot topic gift card 

Gianna - fuzzy socks and a bubble bath 

Erin - hair dye and a better boyfriend 

Natalie - a cool rock I found 

Emelia - the knowledge that you’re never gonna see me again. Like ever. 

Eliana - a hug and self confidence 

Caroline - bad podcast recommendations and love 

Kaylee and Juliana - a better mom 

Sophia and Alana - Cool demon slayer and attack on titan merch 

 

To the rest of the band; although our memories were few, I still enjoyed them 

immensely. I will miss you all once I’m ‘dead’. 

 

Luke - To my literal best friend in the band, and someone I am so happy I became 

close with. I leave you with 5th grade feelings and ceramic tits. 

Ryan - I leave you with the memory of my flag. I’m not gonna give you the real 

Ivan. 

Sophia - a giant hug and a coupon to touch my butt for 30 seconds. 

Amelia - a giant library to live in. 

Paige - three cats and a slice of cake. 

Emma - a kiss. On the mouth. 
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Olivia - I’ll give you literally anything you want. 

Paul - a phone book to write everyone’s name in. 

Andrew - a new girlfriend and a cool hat 

Robbie - to my precious ’little’ brother, I leave you alone with mom for two years 

and a whole lot of love. I’m gonna miss you jerk face. 

Alex - I give you fabulous eyeliner and better taste in men. 

 

To everyone else I leave a good rest of the year and we’ll wishes for the rest of 

your lives. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


